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In this paper, the first in The Vanguard occasional paper series, Major General Mick Ryan highlights the challenges and provides a framework for developing a strategic learning culture that supports ...
The Vanguard Occasional Paper Series
The amount of plastic waste increases every year. Some of this waste is due to plastic packaging used to protect food. As part of the BioActiveMaterials project, researchers at the ...
Bioactive paper coatings to replace plastic for packaging foods
Analytics India Magazine got in touch with Pooja Goyal, Co-founder & COO, Avishkaar, to understand various aspects related to gender diversity in AI, data science and analytics. Pooja Goyal: Most of ...
Work-Life Balance Is An Outdated Term: Pooja Goyal, Avishkaar
The op-ed is dead, and good riddance. But "guest essays" will only work if editors open the doors to new voices ...
New York Times dumps "op-eds" for "guest essays": A great start, but not nearly enough
Aside from adding incredible depth at LB, do you feel like this team truly answered any of those concerns with this draft on paper?
Mailbag: Were These Problem Spots Addressed?
The Government will publish a Levelling Up White Paper later this year articulating how new policy interventions will improve opp ...
Government to publish Levelling Up White Paper
Ufi VocTech Trust, the charity for championing the power of technology to improve skills for work, has announced its Vocational Challenge White Paper. The white paper is the culmination of three ...
Skills for work charity launches white paper to bridge digital divide
Joe Biden has U-turned on his decision to stick with a Donald Trump-era annual cap on refugees admitted to the US, after facing a backlash from angry Democrats. Announcing that the number of refugees ...
How can Joe Biden solve the US-Mexican border problem?
Twenty-two internationally known linguists, anthropologists, and archaeologists discuss such questions as the original home of the Indo-Europeans, their ...
Indo-European and Indo-Europeans: Papers Presented at the Third Indo-European Conference at the University of Pennsylvania
In a time where local journalism is struggling, the City Paper is investing in the future ... Former Congressman Joe Cunningham of Charleston, a one-term Democrat who lost a bid for reelection ...
Stegelin: Part of the Problem
(That’s the problem with these characters ... ¹ He was also one of the earliest to provide papers to be discussed at those meetings. His first contribution, stemming from his long-term interest in the ...
The Anthropologist and the Native: Essays for Gananath Obeyesekere
In some high-trafficked locations in Lyon County as well as Washoe County, new rules have changed the areas to day-use only to discourage long-term camping or “Boondocking.” Boondocking is a term used ...
BLM land in Lyon County changes to day-use only to discourage long-term camping, Lyon County Manager 'unaware' of evictions
I hope that the answer is yes, but my fear is short-term memory will ... commercial-grade toilet paper tanked, and the demand for domestic products exploded. The problem? Manufacturing strategies ...
The Lessons From The Lonely Roll Of Toilet Paper In The Pandemic
The term "significant" has a unique meaning to the scientific community. Can you describe that difference? How does the push for significance affect scientific results and papers? In the science ...
It's not just social media—misinformation can spread in scientific communication too
Fifty years ago this spring, Daniel Ellsberg leaked the Pentagon Papers, a seven-thousand-page ... to continue the war in the air throughout his term,” he recalled. After Ellsberg leaked the ...
The Deceit and Conflict Behind the Leak of the Pentagon Papers
"In order to achieve the long-term goals in 2035 ... the mistake of developed countries." The paper discussed generally how China's aging population problem is more severe than that of developed ...
China could be one step closer to scrapping its controversial childbirth limits
Chris Cole explains what most investors are getting wrong when it comes to building portfolios that can withstand big turning points in markets.
How to Build a Portfolio That Outperforms for a Century
The question was whether this was normal for twins, or there was a problem ... papers and understanding what the journals wanted." Looking ahead, Corey is keen to focus on his own long-term ...
Using twin-specific birthweight charts reduces the number of 'high-risk' pregnancies
(Despite reports of paper mills and fake peer reviews involving papers by Iranian authors, the study notes efforts in Iran to tame the problem ... the somewhat longer term, and provide evidence ...
Middle Eastern countries ramp up their scientific publications
Dybala has been hindered by injury issues this term, but at his best the Argentine ... after Ole Gunnar Solskjaer insisted he has no problem with Amazon’s potentially explosive documentary ...
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